During the fifth to the seventh centuries after Hegira, the Shiites did not have significant political power in the Islamic World and had a minority population. Yet despite these limitations, the Shiites left behind numerous works a large part of which is destroyed by religious prejudices or negligence leaving the Islamic Civilization bereft of these scientific treasures. By introducing the historiographical works of the Imami Shiites, this study attempts to clarify their station in historiography and to demonstrate that Shia has had valuable works in different historiographical fields in proportion with sociopolitical circumstances and thereby address the richness of Islamic culture and civilization and show that deprivations have had no influence on Shia's creation of scientific works. Furthermore, Shiites' attention to historiography in different fields including Rejaal (Note 1) and Taraajom (Note 2), Dala'el (Note 3), history and lives of the Innocent Ones (Ma'sumin) and historical-theological books and using Hadiths have been very important in compiling these works.
Introduction
One of the characteristics of Islamic historiography is its extensiveness which indicates the attention paid to the science of history in Islamic culture and civilization. The interest and persistence of Imami (Note 4) Shiites in historiography is an undeniable fact because it originates from the verses of Koran and the prophet's Sunnah and Imams' recommendations as it is the case in Imam Ali's letter to his son in which he emphasizes paying attention to the past generations and says, "My son, though I have not lived as much as all the people behind me, I have observed their actions, contemplated on their lives and gone and seen what is left of them and now I have become one of them as if I have lived with the first and last of them (Dashti, 1382) .
Despite Islam and the Imams' emphasis on the study of history, it is presumed that the Shiites, compared to other Muslims, have been less interested in history; however, a review of Islamic and Shiite historiography shows that the Shiites have not been negligent of history and numerous, valuable works in history left by them is a proof of this claim. But there are reasons for their unproductivity in the field of historiography in some certain periods: some part of history is related to exposing and telling about right and wrong and their proponents, which, considering the political situation of the times, has been less possible because the proponents of the right, particularly the Shiites, have been under various political, military and propagandist pressures and in some cases the Shiites have had to resort to dissimulation in order to save their lives and wealth. In fact, political and ideological factors have been very important in the Shiites' limitations to write historical books. Political rulers usually supported books and writings which were in line with their desires and to their advantage. It is obvious that in most of the periods in Islamic history as well as in the middle periods, political rule and social power was in the hands of those who were one way or another, supporters of the Sunnites. Therefore, scientific and cultural circles were dominated by that thinking. In spite of these conditions, the Imami Shiites were not negligent of this fact during various historical periods, including the fifth through the seventh centuries after Hegira, and did their best in creating historical works and left behind them numerous and valuable works in proportion to the Shia population in Islamic lands and despite their little influence in political rule and power. What is important in the works written by Shiites is the dominance of the Hadith aspects which is the effect of the aforementioned limitations. From all types of historiography, the Shiites wrote works which were mostly related to their beliefs.
A. Al-Fehrest; in this book, names of authors are arranged not categorically, but alphabetically. It is stated by the author himself in the introduction (Toosi, n.d.) . One of the sources for his book has been Ibn-E Nadim's Fehrest (died second half of the fourth century AH) which Toosi uses on many occasions (Tehrani, 1408 In sum, we have to say that the Rejaal heritage of Shia fundamentally owes to the invaluable compilations of Sheikh-ul Taefah Abu Ja'far Muhammad Ibn-E Hassan Toosi (died AH 460) and from among the four main Shiite Rejaal books which have come to us three books which are important sources of subsequent books until today belong to Sheikh Toosi. Najjashi's Rejaal is the fourth book of the four main Shiite Rejaal books which is apparently an adaptation of Toosi's Al-Fehrest and in some cases revises and interprets it and contains new entries. These books along with other works which were subsequently written as supplementary, namely Ibn-E Shahrashub's Ma'alem-ul Olama, Montajebuddin Razi's Fehrest, and Ibn-E Qazaeri's Rejaal could be considered as Shia's cultural history from the beginning to near the end of the sixth century after Hegira.
Genealogies
Shiites have been forerunners of this branch of historiography and authors such as Muhammad Ibn-E Saeb Kalbi and his son Hosham (died AH 206), author of the famous Jamhorat-un Nasab, are proof to this claim (Haji Khalifeh, 1412) . The importance of genealogical books associated with Hadiths is that knowing the lineage of Hadith narrators is a critical factor in the validity of Hadiths. In this period, though the Shiites had numerous books on genealogy, the larger part of these books is lost and not available today. Sunnite scholars have also written comprehensive and authentic books on the subject of genealogy in this period including Jamhorat-un Nasab by Hazm Andalusi (died AH 456) which is considered one of the most complete genealogical sources and Sam'ani's (died AH 562) Al-ansab which is one of the authentic sources of genealogy used by Sunnite and even Shiite scholars in the subsequent centuries. As we will describe later in introducing Shiite works, 
Historical Theological Books
Part of Shiite theological works has led to historical debates in proportion to the importance of the debates about Emamat among Shiites. As a minority group, Shiites have always sought to prove their rightfulness and defend their beliefs. One of the most effective ways in this path was creating works and books relevant to this subject because written works are, firstly, durable and will be handed to the posterity as historical evidence. Secondly, they provide the advocates of the religion the opportunity to present their explanations and answer possible criticisms and assaults, as the author of Al-naqz did, in a safe atmosphere. Historical-theological books by Shiite scholars are created for the same reason so that they can defend Shiite beliefs in a scientific and logical atmosphere and propagate Shiism. Nabavi (Note 6) and other Hadiths are the most important tools for the authors of these books in proving the rightfulness of Shiism and its leaders. Although these works are written to defend Shiite beliefs, they contain valuable information about history of Shiism, particularly in the field of culture. In fact, achievements and successes of the Shiites in different fields are presented in proportion to the theological discussions introduced to defend Shiism and refute opposing views.
Al-naqz;
it is one of the historical-theological works of the sixth century AH. It is written by Nasir-uddin Abd-ul Jalil Ibn-E Abe-l Hussein Ibn-E Abel-Fazl Qazvini Razi (living in AH 560) was a prominent Shiite orator and scholar. The complete title of his book is Ba'zo Mathaleb Navaseb fi Naqze Ba'zo Fazaheu-l Ravafez meaning "some defects of Nasebyin, in refutation of the book on some disgraces of Rafezyin", which is condensed to Ketab-ul Naqz. This book, written in Persian, is in response to and rejection of some unjust accusations made by one Sunni writer living in Rey in his book Ba'zo Fazaheu-l Ravafez against the Shiites. This book was penned in AH 555 (Tehrani, 1408) . Although this book was written in response to and refutation of accusations against Shiites, it contains valuable historical information and the historical importance of the book is related to the reports it gives about the sociopolitical conditions of the time. Vol. 5, No. 1; Most of the narrations are in the form of Morsals (without a complete sequence of evidences) and that is because most narrations used are either Motevater (with a complete sequence of evidences) or there is consensus about them or they are famous in the opposing and favorable books (Ibid). Ma'reft Mazaheb-ul Tavaef; written by Sayyid Ibn-E Tavoos, Ali . This book contains theological and historical observations in criticizing opposing religions. The author adopts a particular method in proving Shia faith. He assumes being someone who has just become a Moslem after which he notices disputes between Moslems and sees various sects and therefore decides to search in religious sources to see the truth for himself and he specifies that since the Shiites are accused of infidelity and exaggeration, he only uses the books by the Sunnites. After many efforts he realizes that the Shia sect conforms to the reason, Koran and reports given in the books of other sects and the contradictions of other sects do not exist in it and thereby he becomes a Shiite.
Al-taraef fi

The Books of Dala'el (Note 10)
Part of Shiite historical books is those which are basically written for recording the miracles of the Imams with the purpose of substantiating Emamat and talking about their virtues. Naturally, some part of the historical lives of Imams is provided. Since the book Dala'el-un Nobovvah was written by the Sunnites to, on the one hand, describe the miracles and virtues of The Prophet and, on the other hand, to reject Shiite beliefs, Dala'el-ul Emamah was written to prove the rightfulness of Shia in believing that the Imams too had miracles as The Prophet had. The books of Reasons have three characteristics; first, they are the attempts made by the Shiites to defend their faith and prove the rightfulness of Shia leaders; second, they provide evidence from Nabavi Hadiths; and third, in addition to presenting miracles and virtues, they contain some parts of the history of Shiite Imams. Shiite works in this regard include:
1. Dala'el-ul Emamah; written by Abi Ja'far Muhammad Ibn-E Jarir Ibn-E Rostam Tabari (fifth century AH). The book starts with the life of Hazrat Zahra and goes on to the twelfth Imam. Using of Hadiths in the discussions of this book is obvious; however, the chapter related to Imam Zaman is unique because stating the facts in this manner has had no precedents in Hadith books. In this chapter, the author enumerates the companions of Imam Zaman at the time of his Reappearance and mentions their number and nationality (Tabari, 1413 ).
Nozhat-ul Keram Wa Bostan-ul Awam; its author is Jamal-uddin-al Mortaza Muhammad Ibn-E Hussein
Ibn-E Hassan Razi (sixth and seventh centuries AH). The book is a short account of the values and virtues of Shiism and the miracles of The Innocent Ones. The book is in Persian and in two volumes (Tehrani, 1408, v. 3, p. 108 ). This book is one of the sources of Ibn-E Tavoos for his book Faraj-ul Mahmum (Coleberg, 1371).
Beshart-ul Mustafa Le Shiat-el Mustafa;
by Abu Ja'far Muhammad Ibn-E Abel-Qasem Tabari, known as Imaduddin Tabari (living in AH 553) is on substantiating the rightfulness of Shia faith according to The Prophet's speeches. The style of the book is narrative and the author has collected and compiled the narrations with their full evidences (Tehrani, 1408) . The book was in 17 parts and now 11 parts are left. It is considered one of the useful resources on proving Shia's rightfulness.
4.
Al-Kharaej wa-l Jarahe'; it is written by Qotbuddin Ravandi (died AH 573), one of the great Shiite scholars in the sixth century after Hegira. This book is about the Prophetic miracles and Imams' virtues, which is organized by quoting narrations about each subject. Though it is organized according to narrations, Kharaej is a historical book because most of its narrations are reports and incidents of The Prophet's and the Imams' lives. In Kharaej, Ravandi does not mention any sources. He also does not refer to the sources of narrations when he is giving a report, except in certain cases when he provides the sequence of evidences. For example, he quotes a narration with evidences from Imam Kazem in the introduction to his book, when he is talking about the stature of the miracle of Sokhan (Note 11) (Ravandi, 1409) .
Manaqeb-Negari (Note 12)
In some historical periods, "Manaqeb-khani" (Note 13) was customary among Shiites and its counterpart among Sunnites was called "Fazilat-khaani" (Note 14) in which they praised The Prophet's followers and this tradition was widely practiced in the fifth and sixth centuries (Qazvini, 1358) . This subject sometimes led to violence. During the time of the Caliph Mostaz'i, one of the Shiites of Karkh district who recited "manqabats" in Baghdad bazaars was arrested and murdered by Baghdad policemen (Ibn-E Jozi, 1415 (Tehrani, 1408) . The author states that his intention was to describe the Imams' and The Innocent Ones' virtues using Sunnite sources (Ibn-E Shahrashub, 1991 
History and Lives of the Innocents
As the Shiites embarked upon writing Dala'el and Manaqeb books, writing historical and biographical books about The Innocent Ones was another part of the efforts by Shiite scholars. These books enjoy some common characteristics: first, they are history of The Innocent Ones' lives and their description; second, there is an ideological intention in writing these books; in fact, in addition to the history of The Innocent Ones' lives, these books deal with The Innocent Ones' high personality and stature and defend their rightfulness. Besides historical discussions, Qotbuddin Ravandi is concerned in his book with theological subjects and tries to defend Shiite tenets. The other point is the historical usage of these sources. Beside the history and lives of The Innocent Ones, relating the incidents associated with The Innocent Ones during those times can be used and referred to by historians and researchers. Describing the history and lives of The Innocent Ones requires reporting their statements which explains the importance of Hadith in such books. Ravandi's (died AH 573) Ghesas-ul Anbia; it the history and biography of divine prophets organized in twenty chapters. Ghesas-ul Anbia is compiled in historical-theological method and in which the history and biographies of prophets' lives are provided with reference to narrations and Hadiths. This book should be considered one of the most crucial and documented of works about previous prophets. In the section related to Dala'el Books, Qotb Ravandi's books Al-Kharaej and Al-Jaraeh were explained. Ravandi's two books, Ghesas and Kharaej are used because in them he combines history and theology and what he reports are virtues, miracles and magnanimity of prophets and the Imams. The second feature is his Hadith method; like other historiographers who have reported history using Hadiths, he also explains incidents and events in the form of Hadiths and narrations; we should consider the fact that Ravandi never comments on the narrations and reports he cites.
Qotbuddin
writing such books entailed praising and extolling the rulers and thereby sanctioning their actions, Shiites' efforts in some historiographical branches such as Taraajom and Rejaal, Ansab, Dala'el writing, historical-theological books and books on lives of The Innocents were very fruitful. In producing historical works Shiites pursued two important goals: first, describing Shiites' achievements and reporting and maintaining them for posterity a goal which was fulfilled to some extent by Taraajom and Rejaal books. Second, since Shiites were a minority group in the Islamic society and were always assaulted for their beliefs, a large part of their works was written in order to defend the tenets of their faith and refute accusations. Compiling such works required using Hadiths and narrations. That is why historical books of Shiites in this era are replete with Hadiths used for explaining their positions, proving their rightfulness and defending their beliefs because Hadiths and narrations are the best evidences in writing such works. It is especially the case for some authors who, in order to substantiate what they are saying, use Hadiths upon which there is public consensus so that they would have provided solid reasons for defending Shiite tenets.
